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Reading List - 1967-1969

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
STATE LIBRARY SERVICES

Books for study, general reading, or club use are available in the subjects of philosophy, travel, biography, literature, economics, history, science, religion, fine and useful arts. Reference service is available to individuals, clubs or schools requesting assistance with club papers, business information, debate, program, entertainment, etc.

Rules and Regulations for Borrowing Books

Home Extension Clubs. The reading leader of any Home Extension Club may borrow 10 books from the current Reading In The Home list for club reading. These books are loaned for 1 month and may be renewed for another month.

Reading leaders may request books from previous Reading In The Home lists. Forty-book loans of books from previous Reading In The Home lists may be secured by reading leaders for club use. An application card or letter, signed by officers of the club and the reading leader, is required. A 40-book collection is loaned for a period of 6 months.

Individuals. Any resident of South Dakota may borrow books from the State Library. While there is no limit as to the number of books that may be borrowed, individuals are asked not to request more books than can be used at one time.

Books, as a rule, may be kept for 1 month. If there are other requests on file for them, then they may be kept for 2 weeks. No fees are charged for the use of the books. However, books should be returned promptly when due, so that others may obtain books readily. No books will be issued to any person with books overdue until the overdue books are returned to the State Library.

Lost Books. Each borrower is responsible for loss of books or damage not caused by ordinary wear. Books cannot be charged to one person at the request of another. Requests for books should be signed in the handwriting of the person borrowing books. Return books to the State Library, 322 South Fort Street, Pierre, South Dakota 57501.
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A Reading List Compiled by
Mercedes B. Mackay, Director-Secretary
South Dakota State Library Commission
1967-69

GETTING TO KNOW YOU

Bjorn, Thyra ........................................................................................................... This is My Life
Homespun philosophy and sincere religious faith are combined in this pleasant story of the author’s life as a writer, lecturer, and home-maker. Former books by Mrs. Bjorn are “Papa’s Daughter” and “Papa’s Wife.”

Douglas, Emily ........................................................................................................... Remember the Ladies
Profiles of American women who were leaders in the struggle for social, economic, political and intellectual rights of women.

Evans, Rowland and Novak, Robert D. .............................................................. Lyndon B. Johnson
An impartial study of Lyndon Johnson’s personality and his career in public life by a team of Washington reporters.

Godden, Jon and Godden, Rumer ......................................................................... Two Under the Indian Sun
Vivid scenes of a happy childhood spent in India are charmingly portrayed by two noted English novelists.

Hall, Gordon Langley ........................................................................................... Mr. Jefferson’s Ladies
A warm portrait of the Jefferson household disclosing the personalities and preoccupations of his wife and daughters.

Hayes, Helen ............................................................................................................. A Gift of Joy
Miss Hayes writes in a warm and witty manner of her happy marriage, her friends in the theater, and her love of literature.

Hewitt, Arthur Wentworth .................................................................................... The Old Brick Manse
Reminiscences of a Vermont Congregational minister from the period 1908 to 1930 provide pleasant reading.

Howlett, Duncan ...................................................................................................... No Greater Love
James Reeb, a white minister from Boston, answered the call of Dr. Martin Luther King and was killed at Selma, Alabama, in March, 1965. This book is a simple telling of his story up to that fateful day when racial strife cost him his life.
Laird, Dorothy _________________________ Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother
A pleasant portrait of the Queen Mother covering four decades. Numerous photographs of the royal family add to the interest of this book.

Lee, Mabel _________________________ The Rainbow Years
Life in an eastern Oregon mining camp in the early 1900's is told with warmth and understanding.

Levenson, Samuel _________________________ Everything but Money
Sam Levenson, former educator turned entertainer, writes of his family and his early years in a New York immigrant slum neighborhood. Love, discipline, respect, and responsibility were some of the things the Levenson family valued more than material wealth.

Lyons, Eugene _________________________ David Sarnoff
The biography of a young Russian immigrant who became president of the Radio Corporation of America is an absorbing success story.

Maria del Rey, Sister _________________________ No Two Alike
The Sisters of Mayknoll—white, negro, foreign, and American—are revealed as individuals doing their work here in America and in foreign parts. A warm portrait of a brave, resourceful, and dedicated group.

Maxwell, Gavin _________________________ The House of Elrig
The author of "Ring of Bright Water" has written a delightful account of his childhood and adolescence on the moorlands of Galloway in Scotland.

Murie, Margaret E. and Murie, Olaus Johan _________________________ Wapiti Wilderness
A happy family life in the Jackson Hole Country of Wyoming is pictured in short essays written at intervals during 37 years spent in the Teton valley. Dr. Murie is biologist for the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey and he and his wife have a fine appreciation for the beauty and wildness of this region.

Owens, William _________________________ This Stubborn Soil
Life on small unproductive Texas farms and a struggle to get enough education to become a teacher is the inspiring story told by an associate professor at Columbia University.

Parks, Gordon _________________________ A Choice of Weapons
The internationally-known Life photographer tells how he fought discrimination with dignity, hard work, and love, rather than hatred.

Ross, Lillian _________________________ Adlai Stevenson
An appreciation of the charm, integrity, and wit of the former U. S. Ambassador to the United Nations.

Schlesinger, Arthur Meier _________________________ A Thousand Days
A record of the administration of John F. Kennedy by his Presidential assistant. This account is less personal than many of the recent books on President Kennedy and deals in detail with foreign relations during the period covered.

Schoenbrun, David _________________________ The Three Lives of Charles De Gaulle
A former CBS correspondent gives an account of De Gaulle in his three roles of soldier, liberator of France, and statesman.
Soderberg, Sten Dag Hammarskjold
The biography of a great statesman with many photographs of his friends and associates provides a personal as well as a political portrait of the late United Nations Secretary General.

Vining, Elizabeth Gray Flora
The subject of this biography is Flora MacDonald, who became a Scottish national heroine by helping Bonnie Prince Charlie escape from the English.

WINDOWS ON THE WORLD

Carlson, Gerald F. Two on the Rocks
A lively, humorous story of the experiences of a young school teacher and his wife who taught Eskimo children on Little Diomede Island in the Bering Strait. The Carlsons acted as medical advisor, counselor and friend to the natives, most of whom spoke no English.

Cope, John Patrick South Africa
A brief discussion of the history of each region of South Africa and of how each has adjusted to recent social and political forces.

Durdin, Tillman Southeast Asia
A brief but authentic presentation of a timely subject by a New York Times foreign correspondent.

Hobbs, Lisa I Saw Red China
A personal view of life in Communist China by an Australian-born author who gained entrance to Red China with a tourist group.

Johnson, Jean Dye God Planted Five Seeds
The wife of one of the five missionaries who lost their lives in the Bolivian jungle in 1942 tells how the three young wives carried on the work started by their husbands. A moving human interest tale of Christian faith, dedication, and service among primitive people.

Keith, Agnes Newton Children of Allah
The author has written a vivid account of the nine years she spent in Libya where her husband served as chief of the FAO Mission of the United Nations.

Law, Virginia Appointment Congo
Mrs. Law tells a warm, personal story of the experiences of a lay Methodist missionary and his family in the Congo from 1950 to 1964. She brings out the tragic effects of independence on people not prepared for responsibility.

Scott, Jack Denton Passport to Adventure
This book takes the reader to unusual places not found by the average tourist. Adventure in India, Ceylon, Thailand, Sweden, Spain, and Austria are included in this breezy travelog.
Stenuit, Robert

_The Deepest Days_

A true adventure tale of man's effort to explore the ocean floor. With Jon Lindbergh, the author tells of experiments carried on by the Experimental Diving Unit of the U. S. Navy.

Walsh, William B.

_Yanqui, Come Back!

Continuing the story told in "A Ship Called Hope" Dr. Walsh tells of the experiences of the hospital ship's staff during their ten-month visit to Peru in 1962-63.

**THE CHALLENGES WE FACE**

Armstrong, April (Oursler)

_What's Happening to the Catholic Church?

A Catholic author explains the changes in the Catholic Church since Vatican Council II in a manner interesting to non-Catholics as well as Catholic readers.

Carr, Donald Elton

_Death of the Sweet Waters

This is a plea for action on the water pollution problem with suggestions on steps to be taken to control this vital aspect of modern living.

Dean, Arthur Hobson

_Test Ban and Disarmament

An advisor to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson on foreign policy expresses his analysis of the problems of world disarmament. He stresses the importance of reaching a test-ban treaty with an effective verification and identification system.

Hechinger, Fred M.

_Pre-School Education Today

A study showing the real need for pre-school education of culturally disadvantaged three-, four-, and five-year old children.

Kunstler, William Moses

_Deep In My Heart

A lawyer who has defended civil rights leaders writes of the legal developments in the civil rights movement.

Mallery, David

_Ferment on the Campus

Student interest in political and social issues is reported in a study of seven universities and colleges. The study shows that interest in civil rights is predominant.

Miller, Loren

_The Petitioners

A Los Angeles municipal judge examines the Supreme Court's handling of significant cases involving Negroes since the early 1800's in this thoughtful review of civil rights movements.

Nader, Ralph

Unsafe at Any Speed

A plea for preventive action for automobile safety presented with facts on unsafe vehicle design.

O'Donnel, John A. and Ball, John C.

_Narcotic Addiction

A collection of articles from authoritative sources on the causes, effects, and treatment of drug addiction.

Pike, James Albert

_What Is This Treasure?

Bishop Pike affirms his belief in the universality of Christianity in a sequel to his much discussed book "A Time for Christian Candor."
Raskin, Marcus G. and Fall, Bernard B. The Viet Nam Reader
A collection of statements, essays, and documents which presents a resume of American Vietnamese policy from 1954 to the present. This collection represents a wide variety of opinion from world leaders.

FAMILY AFFAIR

Clark, Frank Contemporary Math for Parents
This book will be a boon to parents who have children struggling with the new math.

Delacato, Carl H. The Elementary School of the Future
This slim volume, intended as a guide for parents, answers some of the questions asked about modern education. Articles are short and simply written in layman's language.

Graham, Marion Francis Prescription for Life
This is a medically sane and sensible approach to the prevention of heart attack through exercise.

Kling, Samuel G. The Complete Guide to Everyday Law

Masters, Dexter The Intelligent Buyer and the Tell-Tale Seller
The former editor of "Consumer Reports" presents a witty and instructive guide for the consumer by unveiling some of the sharp practices of the seller and advertiser.

Mead, Margaret Family
Photographer Ken Heyman and Margaret Mead have created a beautiful book about the many facets of family life in various countries.

Prochnow, Herbert V. The Successful Toastmaster
A new collection of introductions, epigrams, and quotations which will be most useful for anyone who participates in group work.

White, Stephen Students, Scholars, and Parents
An explanation of the ideas behind the new math and other curriculum reforms.

Wright, James Claud You and Your Congressman
A Texas representative describes his work in Congress in an informal and readable account. Advice to constituents is an important part of this book.

HOBBIES - OLD AND NEW

Austin, William W. Music in the Twentieth Century
Composers from Debussy to Stravinsky are considered in this detailed study by a professor of music at Cornell University.

Baker, Muriel L. A Handbook of American Crewel Embroidery
A description of commonly used stitches and a section of traditional designs for modern use in creating pieces of this decorative needlework.
Editors of Sunset Magazine. *The Sunset Casserole Book*
From simple dishes to gourment creations, this illustrated cook book provides a wide variety of recipes for all occasions.

Hanley, Hope. *New Methods in Needlepoint*
Full instruction, illustrated with diagrams and photographs, are given for articles to be made with needlepoint.

Keller, Ila. *Batik: The Art and Craft*
This beautiful book covers the origins and history of batik and also includes a complete "how-to-do-it" section.

Lewes, Klares. *Jewelry Making for the Amateur*
Detailed instructions with diagrams and photographs make this an excellent handbook for the amateur. Included is a section listing companies which supply tools and materials for this fascinating craft.

Schwartz, Robert and Cobb, Hubbard H.. *The Complete Homeowner*
A manual devoted to the maintenance and repair and to the financial and legal aspects of buying and selling a house.

Describes 500 species of shrubs, trees, and woody vines selected for their usefulness to the amateur gardener.

Thompson, Dorothea Schnibben. *Creative Decorations with Wild Flowers*
Detailed instructions for drying and preserving plant material with many suggestions for creating interesting decorations and arrangements are presented in an attractive book, lavishly illustrated.

Thompson, Mary E. *The Driftwood Book*
Mrs. Thompson has compiled a new edition of her very popular book on collecting, preserving and arranging driftwood. A section on abstract arrangements has been added.

Tierney, William Francis. *Modern Upholstering Methods*
A practical manual with excellent diagrams and illustrations to help the amateur achieve success in upholstering furniture.

Wing, Frances S. *The Complete Book of Decoupage*
Decoupage (pronounced Day-coo-podge) is an old craft recently revived. It is a technique of decorating furniture and accessories by coloring prints, cutting out the delicate patterns, pasting them on the object or furniture, and varnishing the finished piece.

**OUR NATIONAL HERITAGE**

Borglum, Lincoln. *My Father's Mountain*
The planning and construction of the sculpture on Mount Rushmore has been compiled in a beautiful book with many illustrations never before published.

Coffin, Tristram P.. *Folklore in America*
Here is a generous collection of tales, songs, games, folk drama and folk festivals.
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Drago, Sinclair  
Lost Bonanzas  
Tales of the legendary lost mines of the American West are told in an adventure story with authentic records by the author of “Great American Cattle Trails.”

Gressley, Gene  
Bankers and Cattlemen  
Eastern investors and investments in the range cattle industry of the West from 1870 to 1900 provide exciting material for a carefully documented account of this important chapter in western history.

Havighurst, Walter  
Three Flags at the Straits  
An exciting history of the Mackinac forts through their domination by the French, the English, and finally the Americans.

Payne, Stephen  
Where the Rockies Ride Herd  
Reminiscences of the author’s boyhood and youth depict Western frontier life at the turn of the century.

Sandoz, Mari  
The Battle of the Little Big Horn  
Of all the books written about Custer’s Last Stand, this one is considered by historians to be one of the best from the standpoint of interest and authenticity.

Sweezy, Carl  
The Arapaho Way  
A successful artist and member of a peaceful tribe tells his story of adjustment to life on a reservation and later to individual land ownership. His views on the white man are tolerant and objective.

Thomson, Frank  
The Thoen Stone  
Frank Thomson of Spearfish has spent fourteen years searching for the answers to the mystery of the “Thoen Stone” — a piece of sandstone found by Louis Thoen in 1887 inscribed with the names of seven men who lost their lives searching for gold in the Black Hills.

Van Every, Dale  
Disinherited  
The sad story of the expulsion of the Cherokee tribes from Georgia to the Plains is carefully documented by a noted frontier historian.

Webb, Walter Prescott  
The Great Frontier  
This is a new edition of an important work first published in 1952. It deals with the influence of the American frontier on modern life both in the United States and Europe.

Wellman, Paul I.  
The House Divides  
A lively account of a crucial period in U. S. history from the Battle of New Orleans to Lincoln’s first inaugural.

THE WORLD OF NATURE

Caras, Roger A.  
The Custer Wolf  
Fact and fiction are combined in the life story of a wolf family. The story is based on an actual wolf which plagued the ranchers of Custer, South Dakota in the early 1900’s.

Dufresne, Frank  
My Way Was North  
Frank Dufresne, a conservationist, has written an exciting true adventure tale of the Eskimos, sourdoughs, and animals of Alaska.
Durrell, Gerald Malcolm Two in the Bush
Entertaining and informative reading for amateur naturalists, conservationists, and animal lovers written with Durrell's usual enthusiasm and humor. Durrell and his wife made a 45,000 mile journey through New Zealand, Australia, and Malaya to make television films on wildlife conservation.

Grzimek, Bernhard Rhinos Belong to Everybody
Outstanding action photographs, many in color, show the wild life of Africa. The author makes a strong plea for conservation of these magnificent animals.

Hoover, Helen The Gift of the Deer
A delightful tale of the northeastern Minnesota wilderness where the author and her artist-husband make friends with the wild creatures. The story is centered around Peter, a deer that the Hoovers saved from starving, his mate, and their fawns.

North, Sterling Raccoons Are the Brightest People
Exceptional photographs illustrate Sterling North's book about the raccoons he knows so well. Readers who enjoyed "Rascal" will welcome this new story.

Pearson, Hayden Sanborn The New England Year
Reminiscences of a rural New Hampshire boyhood of 50 years ago are arranged in the pattern of the calendar year. Farm chores, farm animals, seasonal changes, rural customs are subjects recalled in the manner of a rural correspondent to the small-town weekly newspaper.

Stanger, Margaret That Quail, Robert
Robert is hatched from an abandoned egg and soon becomes a member of a Cape Cod household. The author, who kept Robert for several weeks while his family traveled, tells of his endearing antics.

THE LIGHTER SIDE

Auchincloss, Louis The Embezzler
The financial and social worlds of New York City provide the background of this novel distinguished by excellent characterization.

Barker, Squire Omar Little World Apart
From the viewpoint of fourteen-year old Jeff, the simple unaffected story of growing up on a small farm-ranch in northern New Mexico is told with warmth and humor.

Drury, Allen Capable of Honor
Mr. Drury's target this time is the Washington reporter as exemplified by Walter Dobius whose slanted columns have a tremendous influence in shaping public opinion. A novel of the Washington scene that holds the reader's interest as did the author's previous ones, "Advise and Consent" and "A Shade of Difference."
Elgin, Mary  
Highland Masquerade  
A romantic suspense story set in the Scottish Highlands.

Gerson, Noel Bertram  
Give Me Liberty  
A biographical novel of Patrick Henry's private life and extraordinary career.

Llewellyn, Richard  
And I Shall Sleep . . . Down Where the Moon Is Small  
The author of "How Green Was My Valley" writes of the years spent in the Argentinian mountains with the same poetic phrasing which marked his earlier novels.

McKay, Allis  
The Women at Pine Creek  
Mary and Althea Hollister, a couple of indomitable sisters, tackle the hardships of growing apples in the Columbia River valley. This true to life novel is set in the early 1900's.

Porter, Joyce  
Sour Cream with Everything  
A spoof on the foreign spy business where a reluctant and inept Englishman, skilled in the Russian language, is sent to Russia to take the place of a double agent invited to England.

Schaefer, Jack  
Collected Stories  
Short stories of the frontier West by the author of "Shane." Some of these stories originally appeared in magazines such as the Saturday Evening Post.

Walker, Margaret  
Jubilee  
This novel of the Civil War and Reconstruction is told from the viewpoint of a woman slave.

---

**YOUNG ADULTS**

Bach, Richard  
Biplane  
Trading in his modern plane for a 1929 open-cockpit biplane, the writer made a hazardous flight from North Carolina to California.

Bass, George Fletcher  
Archeology Under Water  
Plates, diagrams, and maps enliven this account of a new branch of archeology.

Brooks, Rhoda and Earl  
The Barrios of Manta  
A young sales engineer and his wife describe their Peace Corps activities among the poverty-stricken people of Manta, Ecuador.

Colman, Hila  
Bride at Eighteen  
The problems facing a young couple of different backgrounds and religious faiths are told in this story of a college marriage.

Coombs, Charles Ira  
Aerospace Power  
A complete presentation of private, commercial, and military flight with future possibilities.
Fuller, John Grant
Incident at Exeter
A journalist investigates the stories of unidentified flying objects over America today.

Hollinger, Carol
Mai Pen Rai Means Never Mind
A humorous yet perceptive account of life in Thailand by the wife of an American Government official stationed there.

Manry, Robert
Tinkerbelle
A newspaper editor realized a lifelong goal when he sailed his small sloop across the Atlantic alone.

Myrdal, Jan
Chinese Journey
Jan Myrdal and his wife, Gun Kessle, a noted artist and photographer, present life in Communist China. Text and photographs are executed with great beauty.

Plimpton, George
Paper Lion
In order to write an inside view of pro football George Plimpton actually played the part of a rookie quarterback with the Detroit Lions.

Smith, Fredrika Shumway
Fremont: Soldier, Explorer, Statesman
An authentic non-fictionized biography of the adventurous John Charles Fremont.

Tunnel, Emlen and Gleason, William
Footsteps of a Giant
An autobiographical account of Emlen Tunnel, Negro pro football player with highlights of a number of football games.

CHILDREN

Ambrus, Victor
The Three Poor Tailors
Vivid illustrations by the author depict this Hungarian folk tale. (K-2)

Arthur, Ruth M.
A Candle in Her Room
Excellent characterization and a good plot hold the reader's interest throughout this first person narrative. (6-8)

Berry, Don
Mountain Men
The trappers of the Pioneer West provide a theme of daring and adventure. The atmosphere of the trapping era is well carried out in illustrations and captioned drawings. (3-5)

Bowman, James Cloyd
Who Was Tricked?
An amusing presentation of a Finnish folktale in which a young boy outwits two rogues who have tricked him out of his cow. (6-9)

Bro, Margueritte
How the Mouse Deer Became King
An Indonesian folk tale reminiscent of our Brer Rabbit tales. (4-6)

Brownin, Frances
Coins Have Tales to Tell
American history is correlated with the history of coins in this book for beginning collectors. (5-9)
Carigiet, Alois  "Anton the Goatherd"
A day in the life of a young Alpine goatherd is enhanced by large colored illustrations. (K-2)

Carlson, Natalie  "Sailor's Choice"
The adventures of an orphan who stows away on a seal hunting ship. (4-6)

Caudill, Rebecca  "Did You Carry the Flag Today, Charley?"
Charley is an engaging five-year old who wants the honor of carrying the flag in a Head Start program. (K-3)

Clarke, Mary Stetson  "The Iron Peacock"
The American colonies in the mid-seventeenth century is the setting for this story with an authentic historical background. (5-9)

Coatsworth, Elizabeth  "The Place"
Respect for an alien culture is brought out in this story of an archeologist in Yucatan. (3-6)

Coatsworth, Elizabeth  "The Sparrow Bush"
Decorative wood engravings illustrate this collection of rhymes dealing mostly with nature. (4-6)

Colum, Padraic  "The Stone of Victory and Other Tales"
A collection of Irish fairy and folk tales by one of our foremost Irish story tellers. (3-5)

De Jong, Meindert  "Puppy Summer"
Humor, warmth and wisdom are combined in this story of a summer vacation on a farm. (4-7)

Del Rey, Lester  "Tunnel Through Time"
Adventure and science fiction fans will enjoy this time machine episode. (6-9)

Emberley, Barbara  "One Wide River to Cross"
A delightful story in verse of Noah and the ark, based on the Negro spiritual. (K-3)

Farjean, Eleanor  "The Old Nurse's Stocking Basket"
A favorite story collection reprinted with illustrations by Edward Ardizzone. (2-4)

Fisher, Aileen  "Best Little House"
A poetic picture story on the world of nature by a sensitive writer. (K-3)

Fisher, Aileen  "Valley of the Smallest"
The life story of a shrew—the smallest of mammals is told in a manner to interest young scientists. (4-6)

Freeman, Don  "A Rainbow of My Own"
A little boy chases a rainbow then finds his own rainbow in the sun shining through the water in his goldfish bowl. (K-1)

Grimm, Jacob and Wilhelm  "The Fisherman and His Wife"
The familiar folk tale of the greedy wife is boldly illustrated by Margot Zemach. (K-3)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hodges, Elizabeth Jamison</td>
<td>Serendipity Tales</td>
<td>Rich in the atmosphere of eastern tales, these stories are excellent for reading aloud. (4-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon Magazine, eds.</td>
<td>Pharaohs of Egypt</td>
<td>Maps, photographs and reproductions add to the usefulness of this beautiful book on the old and Middle Kingdoms of Egypt. (5-7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kastner, Erich</td>
<td>The Little Man</td>
<td>A merry fantasy about a miniature hero only two inches high. To children, Maxie, the little man, will seem like a real person. (4-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keats, Ezra Jack</td>
<td>Jennie’s Hat</td>
<td>A fantasy in brilliant color with a special appeal for little girls. (K-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirk, Ruth</td>
<td>Japan: Crossroads of East and West</td>
<td>An up-to-date portrait of new Japan by an author who has had personal experiences in the country. (5-7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knight, David C.</td>
<td>The First Book of Mars</td>
<td>A well-written factual account of the Mariner IV mission to Mars. (6-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Fontaine, Jean de</td>
<td>The Rich Man and the Shoe-maker</td>
<td>Brian Wildsmith presents a simple retelling of an old fable with outstanding illustrations. (K-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lear, Edward</td>
<td>Two Laughable Lyrics</td>
<td>Paul Galdone’s gaily colored drawings add the right touch to these ridiculous verses. (K-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClung, Robert M.</td>
<td>Ladybug</td>
<td>Factual style and informative illustrations comprise a life-cycle presentation of the much loved lady beetle. (2-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles, Miska</td>
<td>Fox and the Fire</td>
<td>A forest fire brings the wild animals to the safety of a farmyard. The illustrations are especially beautiful and true to nature. (K-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Helen Markley</td>
<td>Julie</td>
<td>Pioneering in Twin Falls, Idaho, at the beginning of the twentieth century was similar to pioneering in South Dakota—often grim but sometimes amusing. (5-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morse, Samuel French</td>
<td>All in a Suitcase</td>
<td>A distinguished alphabet book in alliterative rhyme. (K-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ness, Evaline</td>
<td>Sam, Bangs, and Moonshine</td>
<td>A little girl learns to distinguish between truth and “moonshine” as her father calls her make-believe stories. (K-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Neill, Mary</td>
<td>The White Palace</td>
<td>Nonny Hogrogian has illustrated this beautiful nature book based on the life of Chinook, the Pacific Ocean Salmon. (3-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ormandroyd, Edward</td>
<td>Theodore</td>
<td>Theodore is a lovable teddy bear who has many adventures due to the carelessness of his owner. The humorous story and pictures will be loved by small children. (K-2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Osteen, Phyllis --------------- Bears Around the World
Interesting anecdotes and folklore are mingled with factual information on bears in this very complete coverage. (6-9)

Perkins, Al ------------------ Don and Donna Go to Bat
A lively baseball story for beginning readers which involves a case of mistaken identity with a pair of lively twins. (K-2)

Robertson, Keith -------------- Henry Reed's Baby-Sitting Service
Another genuinely funny Henry Reed story with illustrations by Robert McCloskey. (5-8)

Round, Glen ------------------ The Snake Tree
Glen Rounds is a South Dakota author who writes delightful observations of nature. This time he tells of his wild neighbors in North Carolina. His black and white sketches add to the pleasure of the book. (6-9)

Schmidt, James Norman ------------ The Strange World of Reptiles
This book will be especially popular with boys for its scientific yet interesting approach. Over 100 illustrations add to the usefulness of the text. (5-9)

Selsam, Millicent E. ------------ How to Be a Nature Detective
Delightful pictures of Ezra Jack Keats provide the clues for the nature detective to identify animals by their footprints. (2-4)

Serage, Nancy ---------------- The Prince Who Gave Up a Throne
Historical fact and legend are interwoven in the story of the prince who became the Buddha. (3-6)

Steele, William O. -------------- Tomahawk Border
Convincing frontier atmosphere and excellent characterization are blended in this story of the Virginia border in 1714. (5-7)

Stephens, William M. ------------ Science Beneath the Sea
An up-to-date book on oceanography which will appeal to young scientists. Undersea geography, geology, plant and animal life, and natural resources are some of the topics covered. (5-9)

Stinedorf, Louise A. -------------- Manuel and the Pearl
Manuel's father finds a pearl of great value but is accused of stealing it in this true-to-life portrayal of Mexican pearl divers. (4-6)

Toepfer, Ray Grant --------------- The White Cockade
Romance and adventure are combined in this novel of the American Revolution. (7-9)

Uchida, Yoshiko --------------- Sumi's Special Happening
A little girl of Japan thinks of a very special birthday gift for a friend—a ride on the village's red fire engine. (1-3)

Waber, Bernard --------------- Lyle and the Birthday Party,
Amiable Lyle, the crocodile, is caught in a hilarious comedy of errors: (K-3)
Catalog Dept.
S. Dak. State University Library
College Station 3
Brookings, S. Dak.